Effects of prosthetic reconstruction of the abdominal wall on respiratory mechanics in rats.
Respiratory mechanics and thoracoabdominal morphometry were determined in four sets of animal experiments before and after surgery. In group RRA the rectus abdominus muscles were removed; in RRAH rats the muscle resection was followed by lung hyperinflation; in PPM animals the defect was repaired by suturing a polypropylene mesh (Marlex); and in PPMH lung hyperinflation was performed after abdominal wall reconstruction. Lung and chest wall elastances, and chest wall viscoelastic/inhomogeneous pressures increased in RRA, RRAH and PPM groups. Static lung elastance was progressively smaller in the following order: RRA, PPM, and PPMH. In conclusion, removal of the rectus abdominus muscles and abdominal wall reconstruction could account for higher energy losses against viscoelastic and elastic forces acting on the chest wall, and these are related to a cephalad deviation of the diaphragm. Furthermore, hyperinflation reverses lung elastic modification after abdominal wall reconstruction with PPM, without beneficial effects in the presence of abdominal wall defect.